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What we do

A+T design and manufacture the best engineered instrument systems for wind, speed, heading, 
position, depth and a wide range of other sensors such as load and pressure.

These are aimed at the high-end market of Superyachts, Classic yachts and Grand Prix racing yachts.

A complete system comprising sensors, processor and displays is provided for new-build and major re�t 
projects. 

For the substantial sector of yachts with existing B&G H2000 or H3000 systems, A+T provide processor 
and display replacements allowing system upgrade keeping existing wiring, sensors and displays where 
these are working well.

Fast, high quality data output is available to feed radar, chart plotters, computers and autopilots through 
a range of interfaces.  

A+T also repair all instrument types, systems and manufacturers, keeping extensive spare parts in stock.

All with excellent support and service.
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Who we are

Founders, Richard Tinley and Hugh Agnew, have over 60 years combined experience in race navigation, 
marine instrument design, trouble shooting, �tting and repair.

Richard, through Tinley Electronics, has made many custom products and repaired many thousands of B&G 
systems over the 20 year span as o�cial service centre for B&G.

Hugh’s career has spanned the design and commercialisation of various navigation systems and much time on 
the water as a well-regarded inshore and o�shore race navigator. 

A+T Instruments combines this knowledge to design and manufacture, without compromise, the best 
engineered marine instruments.

Design, assembly and testing is in Lymington, UK where clients are encouraged to visit to discuss 
requirements and give input on product direction.
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Processor
The A+T processor has been built without compromise to the highest speci�cation and engineering standards. It is 
supplied in two formats:-

ATP1, a single enclosure containing the key interfaces.
This is generally �tted as a replacement for an existing B&G H2000 or H3000 system where most or all sensor cabling 
has already been led back to the navigation area. The processor has integral heel, trim, barometric pressure and a 
range of additional inputs/outputs. This con�guration meets most requirements without additions. 

Existing wiring can be used as well as any mixture of A+T and B&G displays.

The enclosure has space and sockets for one additional interface board if required.

ATP2, a distributed system with linked sensor interfaces placed around the boat. 
This is used for a new build or major re�t where wiring is to be substantially changed. Only a single A+T Ethernet 
databus cable needs to be run through the boat and interfaces can be placed where convenient near to the sensors 
or mast base, minimising cable runs. The processor has a number of interfaces built in and connections to sensors 
such as log, wind and load cell are provided by dedicated remote interface units.

As Ethernet is the backbone of this system, network switches are used at each junction and custom rugged versions 
of these are supplied by A+T.
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Displays

A+T MFD
Multi data display (1 to 6 elements) 
with extensive diagnostic features. 
Upgrade is via Bluetooth and the 
unit is fully serviceable. The MFD 
�ts into the cut-out and screw
holes of existing B&G H2000 FFD,
H3000 FFD/GFD and it is
electronically compatible.

A+T 3020
Single line of data display and a 
direct replacement for a B&G 
20/20 but with digits the same 
height as a B&G 30/30. It is 
compatible with existing B&G 
systems plus has a future-proof 
interface and software design to 
allow for upgrades to new 
standards and systems.
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A+T Analogues
Classic design including domed real glass front, but with the latest 
mechanical and electronic elements including user serviceable desiccant 
module to keep the unit crystal clear. A full range of functions are available 
and a wide range of interfacing.

A+T PHD 
Pilot Head Display. A pilot head version of the A+T MFD, compatible with 
B&G H2000 & H3000 pilot systems.

A+T MINI
A stand-alone data display, typically used for load or displacement, but any 
data can be sent to it. It has a small foot print (91x58mm) with a low weight 
and pro�le.
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SOV - Shut O� Valves

Many large Superyachts, sail and motor, are built with gate-valves to meet class/survey requirements 
and to allow insertion and removal of speed and depth sensors with no water ingress.

A+T are the only manufacturer supplying these gate-valves for re�ts and new-builds as well as the 
depth and speed sensors for them.

Custom lengths can be supplied on request.

Depth sensors are supplied at 170kHz to support A+T and B&G legacy processors, and at 200kHz to 
make a N2K SOV solution for H5000 installations. 



Sensors and custom work
Complete range of sensors:

Masthead wind
Speed
Depth, 170kHz & 200kHz
Loadcells & ampli�ers
Pressure, displacement rudder angle, mast angle
Air temperature

Compasses, magnetic, gyro and GPS compass
GPS
MOB (man overboard) functions
Change over Switches – allow two speed or depth 
transducers to feed a single input
Also custom cables, interfaces and displays
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Upgrade for existing 
systems

+ Uses any mixture of existing B&G and A+T displays

+ Uses existing  sensors & wiring

+ Major improvement in performance with signi�cant
cost savings

+ Simple swap out for B&G H2000 or H3000 system



Superyacht example upgrade



Complete system for 
new-build & major re�t

+ 12-24V power

+ Single Ethernet cable links all sensors and displays

+ 50Hz processing

+ Extensive diagnostic and transparent calculations
available on web-server interface

+ Integral barometric pressure and heel/pitch sensor

+ No limit to number of displays on system



Superyacht example new systems



Spares, repairs and replacements

We hold in stock a range of some 100 spare parts for A+T, B&G, Airmar and other marine electronics.

We also hold used parts for many obsolete or discontinued B&G systems.

We repair all B&G systems and any other marine electronics. Team of full-time engineers and rapid 
service available.

Where parts are unserviceable we can almost always suggest and supply  compatible replacements.

We specialise in shipping parts on the day of order, if required, to any part of the world.
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INSTRUMENTS 

"Having been a life long user of B&G it was a big decision to start using A+ T. Having started the change over I 

could not be happier. They seamlessly work with the B&G we hove onboard and I am happy to start the process 

of upgrade ali over the yacht. Congratulations. A product that real/y works." 
Mark Stevens, Captain SY Red Dragan 

"Last winter we used A+ T to replace a broken analogue wind display on our H3000 system onboard Mariette. 

Hugh personal/y delivered the part out to the boat in the Caribbean and got our displays back up and working 
in short arder. l'm very happy to recommend A+ T to any yacht that needs help with their wind instruments." 
Charlie Wroe, Captain SY Mariette 

"We hove installed and now seem to hove everything working as normal, except for a few calibrations required. 

Thanks for that - very good service indeed!" 
Charles Bushell, Captain MY HANA 
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